There are seven types of adverbs.

- **Adverbs of manner**: These adverbs answer ‘How?’
  - The truck moved slowly.

- **Adverbs of place**: These adverbs answer ‘Where?’
  - She’s working inside.

- **Adverbs of time**: These adverbs answer ‘When?’
  - We’ll go to the park tomorrow.

- **Adverbs of reason**: These adverbs answer the question ‘Why?’
  - The soldiers charged, because they were ordered to.

- **Adverbs of number**: These adverbs answer the question ‘How many?’
  - Once is fine, but twice is not.

- **Adverbs of degree**: These adverbs answer the question ‘To what degree?’
  - I went to bed early. I was really tired.

- **Adverbs of negation**: ‘Not’ and sometimes ‘neither – nor’ can be adverbs.
  - Not every cloud has a silver lining.

Many adverbs end in -ly. An adjective can be changed into an adverb by adding -ly at the end of the word slow (adjective) – slowly (adverb).